
Risk Register: Tiverton EUE Access Routes
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Change to TEMPRO planning data by DfT. DfT have indicated that TEMPRO will be updated shortly.

Processes to be developed so that updating TEMPRO are automated.

Change to personnel in ITA. A change of personnel could lead to a change of view from the ITA, 

leading to additional work.

Change to WebTAG guidance during project DfT have communicated that 'in-draft' guidance will be adopted later 

this year. All work to be undertaken in line with 'in-draft' guidance. 

CS to clarify the programme for WebTAG updates from 'consultation' -> 

'in-draft' -> 'adopted'.

Analysis shows weakness in existing Tiverton model which would need to 

be addressed.

Review of Tiverton model to be undertaken at an early stage, i.e. how 

well does it recreate RSI data at RSI sites and fit with WebTAG / DMRB 

criteria (already partially complete).

TUBA analysis highlights weakness in base year model

A round of forecasting and economics has already been undertaken so 

many of the forecasting and economic issues have been ironed out. The 

introduction of TEMRO constraint and DIADEM could lead to 

unforeseeable impacts and could result in relcalibration being 

necessary. This is hard to mitigate at this point.

NAQ teams identify wider study area than that proposed We must engage NAQ teams, which may mean commissioning Jacobs.

General failure to agree methodology with ITA.

(specific items to be identified as project progresses)

Early engagement has already taken place with ITA. This must be 

maintained throughout the project.

CS to arrange meeting with ITA in early October to discuss appraisal 

methodology.

AA to progress appointment of ITA to enable scrutiny to be applied to 

DCC schemes.

Additional RSI data required by ITA Informal discussions have taken place with ITA to gain steer on the 

amount of RSI data which would be acceptable to the ITA. These seems 

positive however some residual risk remains.

Difficulty obtaining data (e.g. planning data) Propose early engagement with planning team as resource becomes 

available. Communicate data requirements at earliest possible 

opportunity.

CS to monitor opportunities.

DfT apply further scrutiny, leading to objection to approach (worst 

case) or creating additional work to verify the modelling work.

DfT have already stated that this would not happen. Risks are not to 

this project but more to future projects and funding from the LTB

Risk
Impact Likelihood

Mitigation / Update

Results of forecasts highlight weakness in base year calibration

Difficulty in calibrating model


